SOLIDSTEEL VL-2 VINYL RECORD
STORAGE & HI-FI RACK
$1,099.00

SKU: VL-2
Category: AV Furniture & Accessories
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Whether you already have a large collection of LPs, or you are just enriching it, whether you have a Hi-Fi
system, or you're just setting it up step by step, the VL series is a perfect solution for all music lovers especially for fans of vinyl records in search of the right place for their audio sessions.
The walnut wood ﬁnish is designed precisely to best ﬁt in any environment, allowing also the easy
arrangement of one's favourite objects, which often goes to accompany the fans' record collections. The
modernity of the design is derived from the perfect fusion of tradition and functionality. The VL Series is
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characterized by the essentiality of the furniture destined to last over time and, at the same time,
functionally meets current and future needs of various audio systems that can be conﬁgured with passion
and attention.
The bottom frame parts are made by stainless steel combined to adjustable spikes for perfect levelling. All
the hardware frame parts are designed with inner spikes that increase the dampening of vibrations for
reducing the frequencies that may generate resonance in the listening rooms.
Depending on various LP's dimensions you could have, you can typically accommodate at least 120
records per each level. If your collection is too big, do not worry - additional shelf kits are also available.
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KEY FEATURES
Minimalistic form
Sturdy construction
Expandable with additional shelves
Protects equipment from external vibration
325/225mm of vertical space between shelves
Bottom shelf sized for neatly storing records
Resonance-free construction
Made with high-quality Italian materials
Included hard-ﬂoor protector pads for spikes

SPECIFICATIONS
Tubes: painted aluminium (anodized) ﬁlled with damping material;
Hardware: stainless steel;
Terminals: Iron AVP treated with zinc to eliminate the risk of rust;
Shelves: MDF wood (22 mm of thickness), polymer laminate.
Sustainability for each shelf: 120 kg tested
Weight: 26 Kg
Outer Dimensions (WxHxD): 1280 x 464 x 410 mm
Inner Shelves Dimensions (WxHxD): 480 x 325 x 410 mm
Colour: Walnut Wood
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